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Ambedkar Jayanti at DTPS

The 123rd birthday celebration of Dr. B R Ambedkar was organized at Welfare Centre, DTPS on 21st April 2014. The auspicious programme was inaugurated by Shri K K Singh, the then, CE&HOP of DTPS. His wife Smt. R Singh, S/Shri N K Verma, Sr. Manager(HR), R Kumar, Sr. Manager (HR) and other senior officials were present during the function. The cross-section of DVC employees paid their homage to the great leader and the chief architect of the Indian Constitution.

On this occasion, a cultural programme was also organised. The programme was followed by a prize distribution ceremony among the school children.
A team from University of Leuven, Belgium comprising of 11 students and 2 faculty members visited DSTPS on April 8, 2014 on an Industrial Awareness Programme. A cordial welcome was given by DSTPS to the team members on their arrival at DSTPS which was followed with a brief power point presentation regarding the history and present activities of DVC. A power point presentation regarding DSTPS was also made before the team. Thereafter, the team visited different areas of the plant. During their visit, a team of engineers of DVC also accompanied them. After completion of their visit, the members of the team expressed their gratitude to DVC.
Director Operation visited DTPS

Sri P. Senroy, Executive Director (Operation and Fuel) DVC visited the DTPS Plant on April 10, 2014. He visited the sites of Intake Pump House, Switch Yard, Coal Handling Plant, Wagon Tripler, ESPs etc. and inspected the Fire Safety System and maintenance works of Unit-III. During the visit he was accompanied by Sri K K Singh, the then, CE & HOP, Sri G Chanda DCE (E&I) along with other engineers and officials of DTPS.
Central Industrial Security Force (CISF) organized a mock drill to combat violent agitators of any kind in front of the main gate of DTPS on 10th April 2014. S/Shri K K Singh, the then CE & HOP, DTPS, S. Yadav, Addl. Dy. Police Commissioner (East) Asansol-Durgapur commissionerate, D Verma Sr. Commandant, CISF, G K Chandra Dy. CE(E&I), Dr. C Dey, Dy. CMO and other officials attended the programme.
‘Fire Service Week’ at DTPS

‘Fire Service week’ was observed at DTPS by CISF, from 14th to 20th April 2014. Addressing on this occasion, Shri K K Singh, the then, CE & HOP termed fire as an enemy as well as a friend. He stressed the need for a proper fire–alert-system which only can save human lives from any fire disaster. Shri Singh also, was of the view that our fire fighters are ready to combat against any such fire incident.

The programme was followed by a competition on slogan & poster writing on ‘prevention of fire’ amongst the DVC school students, employees as well as CISF personnel.
‘Fire Service Week – 2014’ observed at DSTPS

Durgapur Steel Thermal Power Station (DSTPS), in association with Fire Wing of CISF observed ‘Fire Service Week – 2014’ from April 14 to 20, 2014 with full objectivity. Shri P Dutta, CE & HOP, DSTPS was the ‘Chief Guest’ of the opening ceremony. The above event was declared open by the CE&HOP on April 14, 2014 at the CISF Fire Station, DSTPS. At the beginning, a welcome address was delivered by A K Chaudhuary, Inspector, Fire Wing.

During the week, various awareness programmes on fire prevention, like, lectures in the workshop on Fire Prevention & Safety, mock fire fighting and demonstration of techniques for safe evacuation from fire incidents etc were conducted before the DVC employees, contractor-workers and students of schools in the vicinity of the plant. Besides that, competition on slogan & essay writing and quiz on the topic were also arranged among the DVC employees & CISF personnel.
Inter School Quiz Competition at BTPS

An ‘Inter School Quiz Competition’ was organized at Bokaro TPS on 29th April 2014 among five Schools of Bokaro, namely, DVC High School, Kendriya Vidyalaya, Carmel School (Hindi Medium), Carmel School (English) and St. Pauls Modern School. The function was inaugurated by Shri J P Singh, CE (O&M), ‘Bokaro B’ TPS.

In his inaugural speech, Shri Singh said that ‘Competition’ is such a thing which is perhaps faced by everybody in every walk of life and therefore, students particularly need such healthy competition for preparing themselves for being a good citizen of the country.

Carmel School (English) won the competition beating St. Pauls Modern School and Kendriya Vidyalaya as 1st and 2nd runners up respectively, in a highly competitive environment. Shri A K Dutta, SE (Tech) conducted the contest as quiz master.
The 2014 FIFA World Cup will be the 20th, an international men’s football tournament that is scheduled to take place in Brazil from 12 June to 13 July 2014. It will be the second time that Brazil has hosted the competition, the previous being in 1950. The national teams of 31 countries advanced through qualifying competitions that began in June 2011 to participate with the host nation Brazil in the final tournament. A total of 64 matches are to be played in twelve cities across Brazil. With the host country, all world champion teams since first world cup in 1930, (Uruguay, Italy, Germany, England, Argentina, France and Spain) have qualified for this competition. Spain is the defending champion. The total prize money on offer for the tournament was confirmed by FIFA as US $567 million (including payments of US $70 million to domestic clubs), a 37 percent increase from the amount, allocated in the tournament - 2010. The qualified countries are as follows:

- Brazil (hosts)
- Argentina
- Colombia
- Uruguay
- Belgium
- Germany
- Spain
- Switzerland
- Algeria
- Cameroon
- Ivory Coast
- Ghana
- Nigeria
- Chile
- Ecuador
- Australia
- Japan
- Iran
- South Korea
- Costa Rica
- Honduras
- Mexico
- United States
- Bosnia and Herzegovina
- Croatia
- England
- France
- Greece
- Italy
- Netherlands
- Portugal
- Russia

The blue indicates the participant countries on world map

Estadio do Maracana Stadium, the venue of final match
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